Light Switch
By Lilly Gorman

When the whole world seems too big for your shoulders
When the skies turn black at the sight of you
When those square-shaped kids that you thought you knew
Turn around and point fingers at you
Just know I’ll always be there for you
I’ll always be there for you.

I’ll be your light switch

When you stand out and you feel different
When you’re a sphere in a world of boxes
When you’re kicked out of the spotlight and into the dark
And it’s cold and you’re scared and about to give up
Just know we’ll always be there for you
We’ll always be there for you

We’ll be your light switch

When those small-minded, insecure, self-important people
Think they have the power to
Forget you
Make you invisible
Shut you down
Turn your light out

Just don’t forget
You have a light switch
Everyone deserves a light switch.